Abstract. Cencelj and Dranishnikov showed [1, 2, 3] that for certain nilpotent groups G, K(G ab , 1) ∈ AE(X) is equivalent to K(G, 1) ∈ AE(X) for any compacta X (here G ab is the abelianization of G). We examine the same problem for solvable groups. We also give an elementary proof of this fact for any nilpotent group and any 2-dimensional metric space.
Introduction
We define cohomological dimension dim G X of a topological space X with respect to an abelian group G as the largest number n such that there exists a closed subset A ⊂ X withȞ n (X, A; G) = 0. Several authors have worked on developing this theory for various classes of spaces like compacta and metrizable spaces. For surveys of the theory the reader is referred to [5] , [8] .
We use Kuratowski's notation Xτ M if every map from a closed subset of X to M extends over X. The following theorem allows us to formulate an equivalent definition of cohomological dimension of compacta with respect to abelian groups in terms of extension of maps to Eilenberg-Maclane spaces. Theorem 1.1. [6] For any compactum X and abelian group G the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) dim G X ≤ n (2)Ȟ n+1 (X, A; G) = 0 for all closed A ⊂ X (3) Xτ K(G, n)
Trying to extend the notion of cohomological dimension to non-abelian groups G, one notices that the corresponding Eilenberg-Maclane spaces are defined only for n = 1.Dranishnikov and Repovs considered the case of perfect groups in [7] . Later Cencelj and Dranishnikov studied this notion in a series of three papers [1, 2, 3] . Generalizing Dranishnikov's theorem about extension of maps to simplyconnected complexes [5] , they obtained the following result. Theorem 1.2. For any nilpotent CW-complex M and finite-dimensional metric compactum X, the following are equivalent:
, where Σ i is the symmetric group on i letters. If X is pointed, there is a natural embedding SP i X → SP i+1 X, and SP ∞ X is defined as direct limit of the SP i X. In course of the proof of the above theorem, they obtained the following theorem. Theorem 1.3. For a nilpotent group N and every metric compactum X the following equivalence holds : dim N X ≤ 1 ⇔ dim N ab X ≤ 1 provided N has one of the following properties:
In view of Theorem 1.3 it is worthwhile studying the following problem.
Question 1.4. Let C be a class of spaces. Describe groups for which the following are equivalent for any X ∈ C?
In section 2 we list well known results which we use in the sequel. In section 3 we show that if C is the class of all 2-dimensional metrizable spaces, then nilpotent groups satisfy question 1. In section 3 we show that if C is the class of all 2-dimensional compacta, then finite solvable groups satisfy question 1.4. Finally we give an example showing that infinite solvable groups do not satisfy question 1.4 when if C is the class of all 2-dimensional compacta.
Preliminaries
We collect below some classical results which we will use in the sequel. Recall that a map f : X → Y between CW complexes is called cellular if 
is a short exact sequence of abelian groups, then there is a natural exact sequence
for any paracompact space X and its closed subspace A. HereȞ n (X, A; G) is the n-th Cech cohomology group of the pair (X, A) with coefficients in G.
The following theorem due to Cenceli and Dranishnikov gives one of the implications of question 1 for any group G Theorem 2.5.
Proof: From [5] , theorem 6 it follows that Xτ SP ∞ K(G, 1). We use esults from [4] , [10] to see that Xτ K(H 1 (K(G, 1)), 1), which is equivalent to Xτ K(G ab , 1).
Nilpotent Groups
We present a generalization of theorem 1.3 for 2-dimensional metrizable spaces.
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a nilpotent group and X be a 2-dimensional metric space.
Recall that the lower central series of a group
Notice that γ i G/γ i+1 G lies in the center of G/γ i+1 G and that the nilpotent class of G equals the length of the lower central series of G. The following lemma shows that the first lower central factor G ab exerts a strong influence on the subsequent lower central factors.
Lemma 3.2 (Robinson). Let G be a group and let
Proof: Let g ∈ G and a ∈ G i , and consider the function (a(
Check that the mapping is well-defined and bilinear. By the universal property of tensor products, we have an induced homomorphism. It is easily checked that it is an epimorphism.
The above lemma gives the following useful corollary.
Corollary 3.3. The P be a group theoretical property which is inherited by images of tensor products (of abelian groups) and by extensions. If G is a nilpotent group such that G ab has P, then G has P.
Proof: Let F i = γ i G/γ i+1 G, and note that F 1 = G ab . Suppose F i has P : then the previous lemma implies that F i+1 has P. As G is nilpotent, some γ c+1 = 1. Since P is closed under extensions, G has P.
Proof of theorem 3.1: Let P be the group theoretical property of "belonging to G". We know that if 1 → G → E → Π → 1 is a short exact sequence and Xτ K(G, 1) and Xτ K(Π, 1), then Xτ K(E, 1) [8] . We also know that if X is metrizable, then Xτ K(G, 1) ⇒ Xτ K(G ⊗ H, 1) for any abelian groups G, H [8] . From the Bockstein exact sequence we see that if X is 2-dimensional, G abelian and Xτ K(G, 1), then Xτ φ(K(G, 1)) for any homomorphism φ. Apply the previous corollary.
Remark 3.4. The theorem can be improved to the case where X has cohomological dimension 2.
Finite Solvable Groups
Our effort to answer question 1 for solvable groups gives the following theorem. 
Proof:
As the closure of any one of the sets C 1 − C 2 and C 2 − C 1 misses the other (and as X is completely normal), we can find U open in X such that
, both of which we can extend and then paste the resulting maps to get the desired extension.
(2) Start with f : A → K 1 and extend to f :
Paste f | C 1 and f | C 2 to get the desired extension. Definition 4.3. Let G 1 , G 2 and A be groups, and f i : A → G i be homomorphisms. Then the amalgamated product G 1 * A G 2 is defined as
(Here denotes the normal closure). Notice that the amalgamated product is a pushout of the following diagram:
Proposition 4.4. Let X be a 2-dimensional metrizable space and define
(2) If G 1 * A G 2 and A are in H X , then so are G 1 and G 2 .
Proof: Note that a homomorphism f : A → G induces a map f * : K(A, 1) (2) → K(G, 1) (2) : we start by sending the generators to the corresponding loops in K(G, 1) (1) , and then use the relators of A to extend the map to the 2-skeleton . Let M f * be the mapping cylinder of f * : then we have K(A, 1) (2) ֒→ M f * . Apply the previous theorem with
We can now prove the following lemma, which we use later to see that any finite group with solvability index 2 is in G.
Lemma 4.5. Let X be a 2-dimensional metrizable space with dim Z/p X = 1 and let K be a CW complex. Let α ∈ π 1 (K) with α p = 1, for some prime
Proof: Note that α :
is the pushout of
{1}
But in this case it is also the pushout of
Then we can use the previous theorem.
The previous lemma has the following generalization: Lemma 4.6. Let X be a 2-dimensional metrizable space , P = {p : dim Z/p X = 1} and let K be a CW complex. Let α i ∈ π 1 (K) with α i p i m i = 1, for some prime p i ∈ P and positive integer
Proof of theorem 4.1: A = G ab is a finite abelian group and hence of the form Z/q 1 n 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Z/q l n l . Using the previous lemma, we can "kill" all elements of order products of q i : we create the quotient of G by the normal subgroups generated by those elements. As G is finite , we can repeat this process a finitely many times to get a solvable groupG such that Xτ K(G, 1) ⇔ Xτ K(G, 1) for 2-dimensional compacta X.
We claim thatG has trivial abelianization: in the exact sequence 1 → [G,G] →G →G ab → 1 let y be any generator ofG ab and consider it's preimage y ′ . As y q = 1 for some q ∈ {q 1 , · · · , q l }, y ′ q is mapped to 1 inG ab , and hence y ′ q = k for some element k ∈ [G,G]. Every element in [G,G] has order relatively prime to the q i (s), so suppose k has order p, relatively prime to the q i (s). Thus we have y ′ pq = 1 which implies y ′ p = 1, which in turn implies y p = 1. Thus y = 1, and our claim is proved.
Remark 4.7. The author thinks that the above theorem is true for any solvable group with all elements of finite order. There are a few details which are being worked on. This paper is a preliminary version before the "22nd annual workshop in geometric topology, Colorado College" and the Bedlewo conference.
Extension Properties of the Pontryagin Disk
We will use for the sequel a 2-dimensional compactum called the mod-2 Pontryagin disk PD 2 , which is a variant of a classical construction of L.S. Pontryagin [12] .
The space PD 2 is constructed as the inverse limit of an inverse sequence of spaces. As the first stage of the construction, we start with the usual 2-cell embedded in R 3 and take some triangulation of it with mesh less than 1. To get the k + 1th stage from the kth stage we take each 2-simplex, remove it's interior and glue a disk along the degree 2 map, then give a triangulation of mesh less than 1/(k + 1) to the resulting space. For the bonding map from k + 1th stage to the kth stage, we send the interior 2-simplices of the attached disks to the barycenter of the removed 2-simplices.
The following theorem is very useful in constructing compacta with special extension properties. For explanation of terms and proof see [7] . Note that mesh{λ i } → 0 means that for every k, lim i→∞ {mesh(q k+i k (λ k+i )} = 0, which is not the same as lim i→∞ meshλ i = 0. Proof: Let A ⊂ PD 2 be a closed and consider the map f :
i } in the usual way as the inverse limit of polyhedral pairs (all lying in I ∞ ). Like in the preceding theorem, find i 0 such that f can be extended over A i 0 to give a map f i 0 : Proof: Let σ be any 2-simplex in the first stage of construction of PD 2 and identity ∂σ and its image under in X under (f ∞ 0 ) −1 ∂σ. Consider the map f : ∂σ → K(Γ, 1) that sends ∂σ to the generator x along the identity map S 1 → S 1 .
We claim that this map does not extend: suppose there is an extension g : PD 2 → K(Γ, 1). Then there is some integer i 0 such that there is an extension up to homotopy g i 0 : PD 1) . In that case, x could be expressed as products of elements of Γ, each of order 2. But Γ is torsion-free, and we have a contradiction.
We give 2 examples of groups satisfying theorem 6.1, with Γ ab being a 2-group. Example 6.2. Consider the following group, which was first studied by Hirsch:
This example of Hirsch is a torsion free polycyclic group which is not poly infinite cyclic. The folowing lemma shows that G is not nilpotent. It's abelianization is Z/4 ⊕ Z/4. It is torsion free and solvable but not nilpotent.
Remark 6.5. Even solvable groups with some elements of infinite order may not be enough to serve as an example of groups in theorem 6.1. As an example, consider D ∞ , which is defined to be the semi-direct product Z ⋊ θ Z/2, where θ : Z/2 → Aut(Z) is the "t −1 " map. A presentation of D ∞ is x, y | y 2 = 1, yxy −1 = x −1 . Note that the relations imply (yx) 2 = 1, so D ∞ = Z/2 * Z/2 and therefore, the abelianization is Z/2 ⊕ Z/2. The commutator is x = Z.
As D ∞ = Z/2 * Z/2, PD 2 τ K(D ∞ , 1).
